
 

 
 

Harbour DAO 
Harbour is a community-governed, Ethereum-based DAO for managing 

and holding token assets by harnessing the wisdom of the crowd. 
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Introduction 
A rapid increase in ICO launches have left a gaping need in the crypto marketplace for a system 
that determines which tokens are worth the investment. Harbour is a democratic, 
community-governed system that harnesses the wisdom of the crowd to make rewarding 
investment decisions within the ICO ecosystem. 
 

“With Harbour, we will prove that through the wisdom of the crowd, the best results can be 
achieved.” 

- Dean Eigenmann, CEO of Harbour DAO 
 
Built on the Ethereum-blockchain, the Harbour DAO upholds the promise of decentralization. 
The Harbour DAO is a system that manages a DATA (Decentralized Autonomous Token Array). 
The DATA is composed of multiple tokens, which can be managed in full by the HRB token 
holders. This makes Harbour the first DAO whose entire holdings can be managed in full by the 
community. But Harbour does not stop there, but  takes it a step further by allowing the 
community to additionally modify the inner workings of the system. 
 
In order to achieve their vision of total autonomy, the Harbour team is committed to enacting 
democratic principles from end-to-end and have decided to forgo salaries. Instead, Harbour 
team members will be rewarded based on the success of the DAO. 
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Current challenges 
We see that there are clear analogues between the token landscape of today and the iOS/App 
landscape of yesterday. Indeed, V. Buterin conceptualized the Ethereum ecosystem in 
reference to iOS. And just like apps, decentralized apps or DApps will be beyond plentiful. 
  
The key thing to understand with the emergence of the DApp ecosystem is that we are not just 
using these DApps, we are owning a portion of them. In addition, we are all already inured to 
the experience of interacting with apps, and having them mediate our lives.  
 
Therefore it is no small surprise that the current and future ecosystem has a huge challenge in 
assessing where the value lies, in the near-term, there is the immediate problem of scaling; 
because of the way that ICOs have evolved and the booming demand for them, not only are 
individuals often unable to participate, but these sales often gum up the whole system 
(Ethereum). This is bad for the network and for individuals (and we do hope that we are not the 
only solution-our Adfero system--that crops up to assuage this for the network issues 
especially).  
 
There is also the problem of too many choices in the DApp landscape and not enough time, 
which, if we already experience now, is going to be enormous when the ecosystem is mature. 
Where is the value? How do you know? When should you sell your tokens? When should you 
just hodl? These are all questions that are only half-solved through individual choices, which are 
made with imperfect information in a chaotic and decentralized environment. We propose a 
replacement vis a vis Harbour.  
 
There is also the near and perhaps  long-term problem of volatility, which, though crypto 
insiders are used to and even valorize, though the general public highly disdains. 50% swings in 
minutes and hours, whether it’s the recent GDAX or the “Krakening” flash crash, or even the 
incredible positive Ethereum gains from April-June, hurt the ecosystem by attracting easy-come 
easy-go speculative attention. As we lay out below, a smart cross-section of the ecosystem, 
which Harbour will represent, that is both dynamic and fluid will drive long-term value and 
long-term holders and significantly and positively impacting the entire ecosystem. 
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Components 
In order to create the Harbour DAO, several components are required, which comprise the 
essence of the DAO. Therefore, we are highly devoted to making them work harmoniously 
together.  
 

● The System: The system is made up of a combination of smart contracts on the 
Ethereum blockchain. These smart contracts contain all the logic required to make 
Harbour work. 

 
● The Platform: The platform UI will offer an easy way for our community to interact with 

the system using their browsers. 
 

● The Harbour Token (HRB): The Harbour Token gives holders the right to vote on 
proposals as well as access to some of the surplus ETH that Harbour generates. 

 
● The Community: Without a strong and thriving community Harbour will never function, 

the one true value that Harbour has is the people interacting with the system. Harbour is 
not made for the individual, it is created for the whole. As individuals in this ecosystem 
we are powerless, however Harbour gives a community the strength through its 
combined wisdom to create value. 

 
The Harbour team is focused extensively on creating a strong community, as the success of the 
DAO depends on an engaged network of participants. Additionally, Harbour will only have 
achieved its goal when the team behind the product is no longer needed. Harbour is 
distinguished from other DAOs in its promise of true autonomy. As such, Harbour’s creators are 
determined to step down from their guiding positions. 
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The System 
The Harbour DAO system consists of a large network of smart contracts. The full technical 
specification of these contracts can be found here. The smart contracts can be categorized into 
groups that make up larger modules in our system. The most important parts or modules of the 
system will be summarized in this document. 

The Congress 
At the heart of Harbour is the congress, which it controls the Harbour Wallet and is responsible 
for executing proposals. When token holders create proposals they do this through the 
congress, through which all interactions between a holder and Harbour occur. Additionally all 
communications between different parts of Harbour are usually delegated through the congress. 
The congress has been split up into multiple contracts in order to allow for easy updating and 
testing. 

Proposals 
There are various types of proposals that can be voted on and executed. Proposals are the 
mechanism by which holders participate in decision making. There are multiple proposal types, 
which each serve a different purpose and involve distinct usage. 
 
The currently defined proposal types are as follows: 
 

1. ICO Contribution: This is one of the core proposal types. It is used to diversify into 
different ICOs. This proposal has yes or no options. Additionally, when holders vote yes 
they can pick from a range of percentages for how much of Harbour’s holdings they 
would like to contribute. 

 
2. DAO Change: This along with ICO Contribution proposals is another fundamental part 

of the project. This proposal type provides token holders with the ability to 100% change 
every aspect of the DAO. These proposals execute automatically and work by changing 
configuration values on the DAO, such as Dividend rates, Proposal Creation costs etc. 

 
3. Buy Proposal: This proposal allows token holders to vote on contributing to an existing 

Token. This functionality will work automatically through the usage of various exchanges. 
Holders will have the option to vote from a range of 2-10% in increments of 2% for how 
much ETH they think Harbour should use to buy more tokens. 

 
4. Sell Proposal: This proposal allows token holders to vote on selling a token the DAO 

currently holds. It is planned that this functionality also works fully automatically by using 
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decentralized as well as centralized exchanges. Holders will be able to vote from a range 
of 10-100% in increments of 10% for how many tokens they think Harbour should sell. 

 
In order to reduce spam when creating proposals, there will be a fixed ETH fee associated with 
creating a proposal. If a proposal passes successfully, the creator will have the fee reimbursed. 
We believe this not only stops spammers from creating fake proposals, but also motivates token 
holders to make good proposals they think will pass. 

Exchanges 
One challenge Harbour faces is interacting with exchanges. Although there are various 
decentralized exchanges, many of these do not have enough volume. For this reason, the 
Harbour developers have come up with a way to interact with both centralized and decentralized 
exchanges using smart contracts. 
 
One of the issues Harbour faces, is the volumes of tokens it will potentially hold. This can lead 
to various issues when trying to offload some of these tokens on exchanges, to convert them 
back into ETH. For this reason a smart contract will be implemented, which will provide Harbour 
with a way of splitting the funds that token holders want to sell amongst various exchanges. The 
mechanism will be fed data from multiple oracles, including things like volume and price. These 
data points are relevant that Harbour does not create huge sell walls when listing tokens on 
exchanges. Not only is this crucial for Harbour itself, but it is also important for exchanges as 
Harbour would otherwise have huge potential in manipulating markets simply by selling off 
holdings. 
 
All trades that happened on exchanges will be stored in a database, this will include the 
transactions that occurred, the volumes sold and at what price. This will be implemented for 
both centralized and decentralized exchanges. 

Adfero 
A project that was spawned out of Harbour, Adfero is a system that utilizes smart contracts to 
contribute to ICOs as soon as they open. It also holds an index of all known ICOs that can be 
contributed by users, this index contains information that can be submitted by various users and 
verified by the community. Additionally it allows users to rate ICOs on their legitimacy. The 
system is fully decentralized and will also be made available to users who do not hold Harbour 
tokens. 
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Security 
The security and safekeeping of tokens held by Harbour is of utmost importance, for this reason 
there are currently multiple systems which are in consideration for implementation. These are all 
being analyzed on their viability and security. 
 
The Harbour token wallet which will be implemented, includes multiple validation systems to 
ensure that all transactions have been validated by the DAO and are the result of a proposal 
passing. In case of an emergency the Harbour team will be able to withdraw funds from the 
wallet using a system like the one used in popular MultiSig wallets this is a backdoor 
implemented to ensure that the wallet can not be drained by malicious agents. 
 
For extra security when communicating with exchanges, the Harbour team has come up with 
temporary wallets. These are fully described in our technical specification. 

Audit 
Our audit is a set of monitoring tools that allows any person to easily validate actions taken and 
portfolio balances. All of this will be viewable through a web interface and via API’s.  
 
For each exchange account that is going to be used for trading on the exchanges, we will create 
a view-only API key that will allow anyone to verify the balance and trade history of the account. 
Harbour will be hosting an audit page with a full list of API keys and aggregate account 
information, automatically pulled from the exchanges by our service. 
 
For convenience sake we will also dedicate a section on the platform to the aggregation of all 
the available information, ranging from trade history to events our contracts broadcasts, visible 
for everyone to see. This will allow non technical inclined users to easily understand all the 
information whilst more technical people can check everything in detail using the API keys the 
exchanges provide. 
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Finances 

Token Distribution 
The ICO will start on July 15th and will last until July 29th. A maximum of 650,000 HRB Tokens 
will be created during the ICO and no more will be created thereafter. Participants must submit 
their contributions from an address from which they hold the private key to the address that will 
be specified our website prior to ICO begin. HRB tokens will be created every time ETH is 
contributed to the crowdsale, no more than 500,000 HRB will be created for contributors during 
the crowdsale. To mitigate the effect of large actors, there will be a 5,000 ETH contribution cap 
per address. Optimal gas pricing conventions will be released prior to the ICO.  

Token Allocations 

 
 
A maximum of 650,000 tokens will be created 500,000 of which will be available to contributors 
during the ICO. After creation of these original tokens no more will be created thereafter. 
 
For the further development of Harbour tokens will be allocated, this will be an additional 10% of 
however much was raised. An additional 20% will be created and then distributed among the 
founders. Half of the founder tokens however will be locked for a year however. Once all the 
extra tokens have been created, founding team together will own 15.4% of the total supply, 
meaning every founder owns 3.85% of the total supply, and the development fund will comprise 
of 7.7%. 
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The founders will not receive any further compensation, for this reason the current value was 
agreed upon. As the development of the project will be done for free from the founders side.  

Budget 
The allocated 50,000 HRB tokens which are for the development fund, will be used to cover 
various expenses. These costs include operational costs, marketing, legal fees, and the various 
expenses that will be involved in getting this project to full autonomy. All costs associated with 
the launch of the token up until ICO have been covered personally by the founding team.  

Legal fees 
We expect legal fees to be high and we are preparing accordingly. Legal fees will be covered by 
the 50,000 HRB development fund.  

Marketing 
A large portion of the HRB Tokens available for the development fund will be used for marketing 
purposes. This will encompass costs for end-to-end branding, marketing and strategy by an 
internationally-recognized marketing team. We fully understand that the long-term health and 
growth of Harbour will have as its back-bone a very cogent, coherent, and compelling outreach 
strategy.  

Design and Branding 
To engage as many users as possible, Harbour requires a platform that is easy to use. For this 
reason the team will employ experts in the design field to help us build a responsive and 
dynamic UI that is easy for the token holder to navigate and operate, creating value for 
themselves and the community. 

Security Audits 
In order to guarantee the security of Harbour, the smart contracts that make up the entire 
system will need to go through extensive security audits. Both internally and externally, 
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Roadmap 
Conservatively, we estimate full autonomy of the DAO by Q4 2018. When full autonomy is 
achieved, Harbour will be completely in the control of its holders. 
 
The first public release on testnet is estimated for Q4 2017. During this time, we will get 
feedback from all community members and refine accordingly in addition to testing the fidelity of 
the code.  
 
Our UI and dashboard, where holders will seamlessly interact with the proposal system and the 
shaping of Harbour, will be complete for a beta version by Winter 2017/2018.  
 
More detailed roadmaps will be posted on our medium blog. 

Updates 
The Harbour team will release updates on a biweekly basis, these updates will mainly focus on 
development updates from a software point of view. Additionally the team will release Medium 
posts on the Harbour blog detailing the development that has occurred and the progress of the 
project on all fronts.  
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